Local 177 Supplement

The Local 177 Supplement Negotiating Committee for drivers met with the company on March 13-14. Nine proposals were exchanged, and tentative agreements were reached on five. Topics discussed include funeral leave, orientation pay, meal periods, discharge language and off property issues, feeder issues around lunch and bumping, start times for package drivers, vacations, transfer language, and sick leave for full- and part-timers. More meetings with the company are scheduled for this week. Regarding automotive/maintenance, the Teamsters met with UPS on March 15-16. Eleven proposals were exchanged, and four proposals were tentatively agreed upon addressing CDL memorandum, increases to employee reimbursement related to use of personal vehicles, day off requests, leave of absence language, and bereavement leave. Other items discussed include training language, tool allowance, pool mechanic language, and utility mechanic language. The next bargaining date is set for this week on March 24.